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ABSTRACT

A sign holder assembly encompassing a frame member
capable of supporting and displaying a sign in a vertical
orientation. A hinge is appended to the frame member
for maintaining the frame member in a vertical orienta
tion which allows the frame movement in a horizontal

plane while preventing signi?cant movement of the
frame in a vertical direction. An attachment member is

provided for securing the frame through the hinge to a
horizontal shelf and a connector is provided for attach

ing the hinge to the attachment member which is capa
ble of allowing rotation of the frame member about the
connector about a horizontal axis while maintaining the
frame member in a vertical orientation.

Gordon et a1. .

7 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

SIGN HOLDER DEVICE

The present invention can be more readily perceived

TECHNICAL FIELD OF INVENTIONv

by referring to the appended drawings. More speci?~
cally, sign holder assembly 10 ?rstly comprises a frame

The present invention relates generally to a device
employed as a sign holder uniquely applicable to super
market or grocery store applications.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In supermarkets, grocery stores and other environ
ments where virtually each product must be identi?ed
by some type of sign, there has been a continuous need
for a sign holder which is capable of bringing the shop
per’s attention to a speci?c item offered for sale, which

eliminates the drawbacks of commonly employed sign
holder devices. Most noticeably, signs of this type tend
to require signi?cant care in maintaining the sign frame
in a substantially vertical plane adjacent the item made
the subject of the display. Due to the rather heavy pe
destrian traf?c encountered in modern supermarket

environments, signs emanating from display shelves
tend to receive transverse impact which can result both
in loss of vertical orientation as well as a displacement
of the sign and information above or below the mer

chandise being sold.
It is thus an object of the present invention to provide

2
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member 11 capable of supporting and displaying a sign
(not shown) in a substantially vertical orientation within
space 12. Preferably, the frame member comprises
frame halves 11A/11B (FIG. 2) whereby one of the
frame halves possesses a protruding male member en

gageable with complementary female members pos
sessed by the second frame half. When engaged, the
male/female interconnect is shown in FIG. 2 by ele~
ment 27.

A hinge means 13 is provided for supporting frame 11
and for maintaining the frame member in a substantially
vertical orientation. The hinge means comprises a plu
rality of stria 15 which is formed of a ?exible material
such as a thermoplastic elastomer. Resilient hinge 13
enables the frame member 11 to hingeably swing on a

horizontal plane in the direction depicted by arrow 31.
The resilient nature of hinge 13 enables frame member
11 to return to its predetermined vertical orientation as

shown in FIG. 1 and prevents the frame member from

hingeably swinging in any direction other than that
depicted by arrow 31 regardless of the angle of impact
imparted as a glancing blow by the sign user or cus

a sign holder assembly which can absorb transverse

tomer. As such, if one were to in?ict a glancing blow to

impact while exhibiting an elastic “memory” resulting

frame member 11, frame halves 11A/11B would tempo
rarily be displaced as shown in phantom (FIG. 2) as
elements 11’a/11’b. However, frame member 11 would
immediately return to its at-rest position without suffer

in the sign frame returning to a substantially vertical
orientation.
It is yet a further object of the present invention to

ing any permanent change in orientation.
provide a sign holder assembly which is capable of
35
As a preferred embodiment, hinge 13 is provided
rotating about a horizontal axis.
with ?at section 37. Flat section 37 is intended to ?t
These and further objects will be more fully appreci
between frame halves 11A/11B and to be frictionally
ated when considering the following disclosure and

appended drawings wherein:
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the complete sign

holder assembly of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the hinge means of the

sign holder assembly; and
FIG. 3 is a side plan view of the hinge assembly and
connector means of the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

engaged between said frame halves when the halves are
snap fit together. As a further embodiment, holes can be
placed within ?attened section 37 to accommodate the
passage of male/female connectors 27 to further aid in

securing the frame to the hinge.
Preferably, sign holder assembly 10 is intended to
protrude from a supermarket or grocery shelf 40. This

can most conveniently be arranged by providing an
attachment means 24 possessing U-shaped member 22
and outwardly facing protruding ?at sections 23. In use,
U-shaped member 22 can ?ex such that the legs of the U

In its broadest terms, the sign holder assembly of the
present invention comprises, in combination, a frame
are caused to move closer to one another. Outwardly
member capable of supporting and displaying a sign in a 50 facing protruding ?at sections 23 can then engage a
segment of C-shaped channel molding 25 located on the
substantially vertical orientation. Connected to the
onward edge of shelf 40.
frame member is a hinge means for supporting the frame
As previously noted, the present invention also con
member and for maintaining the frame member in a
templates the use of a connector means for attaching the
substantially vertical orientation. The hinge means is
further characterized as comprising a plurality of stria

formed of a ?exible material, said stria connecting adja
cent rib sections enabling the hinge means to ?ex hori
zontally in response to a horizontally or transversely

applied impact while preventing signi?cant ?ex in a

hinge means to the attached means. The connector

means is designed to be capable of allowing rotation of
the frame member about the connector means in a sub~

stantially vertical orientation as shown in phantom by
element 11’ (FIG. 3).
Connector means 50 is composed of a ?rst body part

vertical direction.
Attachment means is provided for securing the frame
member through the hinge means to a substantially
horizontally oriented shelf. A connector means is pro
vided for attaching the hinge means to the attachment
means. The connector means is capable of allowing
rotation of the frame member about the connector

body part 17 and ribbed wheel-shaped member 20 can
be molded as a unitary plastic piece with attachment

means in a substantially vertical orientation.

maintained in rotatable contact with connector body

17 suporting ribbed wheel-shaped member 20 display
ing circumferentially disposed ribs 20A. Preferably,
means 22.

As a complement to ribbed wheel-shaped member 20

is provided connector body part 16 which is ideally
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part 17 by pin 18. Pin 18, which can be a screw or other

capable of allowing rotation of said frame member

suitable member allows for rotation of the hinge and
appended frame member 11 about a horizontal axis.
Ideally, grooved surface 21 is caused to mate with

about a horizontal axis while maintaining said
frame member in a substantially vertical orienta
tion.

ribbed wheel-shaped member 20 to maintain the orien

2. The sign holder assembly of claim 1 wherein said

tation of the hinge and appended frame member in a

attachment means comprises a substantially U-shaped

speci?c angular orientation to attached means 20 and

member possessing outwardly facing protruding flat

shelf 40. Connector body part 16 can be molded as a

sections for engaging a segment of channel molding
located on and supported by said shelf.
To achieve reproducible orientation of frame 11 10 3. The sign holder assembly of claim 1 wherein said
about pin 18, connector body half 16 is provided with
frame member comprises two frame halves, a ?rst half
scores 19. As such, by aligning scores 19 with marker
possessing protruding male members engageable with
19A, the angular relationship of the various members
complementary female members possessed by a second
can be reproduced.
frame half such that the frame halves are capable of
Although a speci?c embodiment of the invention has
being snap-?t together by joining said male and female
been illustrated and described, it will be understood that
members.
various alterations and the details of construction can be
4. The sign holder assembly of claim 3 wherein said
made without departing from the scope of the invention
hinge means further comprises a substantially ?at sec
as indicated by the appended claims.
tion capable of being inserted between said frame halves
I claim:
and held between said frame halves upon the joining of
1. A sign holder assembly comprising in combination:
said male and female members.
(a) a frame member capable of supporting and dis
5. The sign holder assembly of claim 1 wherein said
playing a sign in a substantially vertical orientation;
connector means comprises a ribbed wheel-shaped

unitary plastic piece with hinge means 13.

(b) hinge means for supporting said frame member

member emanating from said attachment means and a
and for maintaining said frame member in a sub 25 complimentary grooved surface emanated from said

stantially vertical orientation, said hinge means
being further characterized as comprising a plural
ity of stria formed of a ?exible material, said stria

hinge means wherein said ribbed wheel-shaped member

horizontally applied impact being applied to said

and said grooved surface mate to maintain said frame
member in a substantially ?xed orientation.
6. The sign holder assembly of claim 5 wherein said
connector means is scored with visible markings to
enable the ?xed orientation of said frame member to be

frame member but preventing signi?cant ?ex in a

reproducibly established.

connecting adjacent rib sections enabling said
hinge means to ?ex horizontally in response to a

vertical direction;

7. The sign holder assembly of claim 5 wherein a pin
(c) attachment means for securing said frame member
is located through said wheel-shaped member and.
through said hinge means to a substantially hori 35 grooved surface such that said hinge means and ap
zontally oriented shelf; and
pended frame member are capable of rotating about a
(d) connector means for attaching said hinge means to
horizontal axis at said pin.
said attachment means, said connector means being
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